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ABSTRACT: The main goal of computer vision is to identify and recognize different objects of various size, shape and position. The major problems faced by the computer vision is the illumination and the viewpoint of the object, concerning this multiple studies on detecting and recognizing objects that showed a high level of accuracy and precision on these tasks. To facilitate object detection online the proposed work allows the user to track the movement of any cultured object of his/her choice. The user can even choose the colors of his choice to be displayed. By running the application, the camera is activated thus enabling the user to draw in the air just by waving the tracker object. The drawing is also simultaneously visible on the white window. Instructor can choose any color of his choice displayed above to draw and also can clear the screen when needed. We will be using the computer vision techniques of opencv and python to build this application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The idea for this tool is a result of interest in digital drawing and smart photo recognition software. The initial motivation came when there was a need for a dustless class room for the students to study in. We know that there are many ways like touch screens and more but what about the schools which can’t afford it to buy such huge large screens and teach on them like a T.V. OpenCV in python to draw on the screen using a virtual pen i.e, any marker can be used to draw[1] using the technique of contour detection based on the mask of the desired colored target marker.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To develop An AI based tool using techniques of OpenCV which can draw anything on any surface by just capturing the motion of a coloured marker with a camera. Here a coloured object at the tip of the finger is used as the marker.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This tool allows the user to track the movement of any coloured object[2] of his choice. The user can even choose the colors of his choice to be displayed. By running the application, the camera is activated thus enabling the user to draw in the air just by waving the tracker object. The drawing is also simultaneously visible on the white window. He/She can choose any color of his/her choice displayed to draw and also can clear the screen when needed. We will be using the computer vision techniques of OpenCV to build this application.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Start reading the frames and convert the captured frames to HSV color space (Easy for color detection). Prepare the canvas frame and put the respective ink buttons on it. Adjust the track bar values for finding the mask of the colored[3] marker. Preprocess the mask with morphological operations (Eroding and dilation). Detect the contours, find the center coordinates of largest contour and keep storing them in the array for successive frames (Arrays for drawing points on canvas). Finally draw the points stored in an array on the frames and canvas. The following algorithm will better explain the process.
A. Algorithm step for building board Tool:

1. Setting a trackbar function.
2. Creating the trackbars needed for adjusting the marker color.
3. These trackbars will be used for setting the upper and lower ranges of the HSV required for the specific color.
4. Initializing different arrays which will handle color points of different colors.
5. These arrays will hold the points of the specific color.
6. They are then used to draw on the canvas.
7. Initializing indexes for all diff colors which will be used to mark position of pointers in the color arrays using a kernel for dilation purpose.
8. Creating an array "colors" which will be used for the drawing purpose.
9. Setting up a Canvas.
10. Loading the default webcam of PC.
11. Loop begin
12. Reading the frame from the camera.
13. Flipping the camera so that it is easy to see the same side of the user.
14. Getting the updated positions of the trackbar and setting the HSV values.
15. Adding the colour buttons to the love frame for colour access i.e if the trackbar moves on to blue the tracker becomes blue. Similarly for green red yellow and to clear the screen.[5]
16. Identifying the pointer by making its mask.
17. Find contours for the pointer after identifying it.
   Loop end;
18. If (the pointers are formed) begin
19. Sort the contours and find the biggest one.
20. Get the radius of the enclosing circle around the found contour.
21. Draw a circle around the contour.
22. Calculating the centre of the detected contour.
   end
23. If (Now we will check if the user wants to click on any button above the screen.) begin
24. Clear button
25. end
26. Append the next deques when nothing is detected to avoid any mess.
27. Draw lines of all colors on the canvas and frame.
28. Show all the windows.(Tracking, paint, mask)
29. If (q is pressed): then we stop the application.
30. Release the camera and all other resources.
V. RESULTS

Overall, we achieved goal of developing a tool for conveniently drawing or writing any kind of surface. The screenshots of the results are listed below.

![Fig 5.1: Drawing text on surfaces with cam visibility](image1)
![Fig 5.2: Free handwriting](image2)
![Fig 5.3: Free Handwriting with Desired color](image3)
![Fig 5.4: Writing Math Formulas](image4)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a hands-free drawing program that uses OpenCV to detect the user’s pointer finger. Colorful lines can be drawn wherever the user desires and the brush can even be modified. It is truly like drawing in the air. Our application allows the user to save their final work or watch their drawing process as a playback animation could also be unique features that resemble real creativity software.

VII. FUTURE WORK

This work can further improved by including hand contour recognition, and multicore module. To enhance hand gesture tracking, we would have to delve more into OpenCV. Furthermore, we could experiment with different interpolation methods such as PyGame includes a line drawing method (pygame.draw.line()) that could prove useful in producing smoother and cleaner lines. On the same vein, implementing a variety of brush shapes, textures, and even an eraser would make this tool more robust as a drawing application.
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